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TECHNICAL REPORT NO.   7 

NETWORKS OF ASSOCIATION 

The search for associations is essentially a search 

for ideas, although it will frequently be a preliminary step 

in the search for specific documents.   Hence, the associa- 

tion "machine" must neither be required to perform as an 

index nor,   more important,   may it fail to show a relation 

between concepts simply because there is no single docu- 

ment exhibiting: such a relation,    Without a document about 

ABC, the relation between A, B,  and C may have to be de- 

duced from three documents dealing with AB.  EC, and AC. 

The association system should,   nevertheless,  show that 

A.B,  and C are all related; it remains for the index to 

tell for which combinations of these terms there arc docu- 

ments in the system. 

Since the existence of documents indexed by partic- 

ular combinations is discoverable through the index and 

not the association machine,  we believe that the mechan- 

ism of association should presently be limited to networks 

of two term associations.    As penned out in Technit a) 

Report No.  &**/ *"& listing of three-term combinations 

would require a device many times more complicated 

than that required to give two-term association.    Whether 

(^"The Preparation of Manual Dictionaries of Association", 

Technical Report No.  5,  Documentation Incorporated, 
April 1954, p. 5. 



or not any of the additional effort is justifiable depends on 
whether the searcher would be aided by having the assoc- 
iation machine report combinations of terms which have 
all been used together to index one or more reports,  ra- 
ther than combinations of terms which are closely related. 
This remains to be seen in practice.   It might actually be 
a disadvantage to have an association system which wuuld 
present A, B,  and C only if a document indexed ABC 
exists. 

The important function of the association machine is 
to present to the searcher for his selection those terms 
which are sufficiently closely related to each other to form 
a reasonable basis for a study or iitprature search in any 
desired combination.    That this function can be performed 
without going beyond two-term associations can easily be 
demonstrated. 

A searcher using the punched card system described 
in the previous report fir^t selects the card representing 
a key term, A,  in which he is interested.    The positions 
punched on this card indicate the terms which are assoc- 
iated with it.    He then selects any of these,  say B, and 
superimposes the card for B with that of A.   Since each 
term is codec! in the same position on every card, the 

holes which now show through both cards indicate the terms 
which are associated with both A and B.    This process 
of seiecuun and superimposition can be continued as long 
as desired.    The terms selected by this process form a 
network, any two of which are associated in some docu- 
ment.    This can be represented graphically as follows,, 
each chord indicating an association: 



Such a network of two-term associations should cer- 
tainly fulfill the conditions of the search.    Clearly, these 
terms are all closely related (whether or not one docu- 
ment, contains all of them).    The mechanical display of 
such networks of association effectively solves the chall- 
enge of Vannevar Bush and provides the "coincidences" 
of ideas which Bernier called the most important char- 
acteristic of an information system. 



Since we are here proposing that mechanical associa- 

tion of ideas is to be achieved by the superimposition oi de- 

dicated positions in a set of cards or plates, a mechanical 

dictionary of associations can be either a Batten system in 

which each term of the dictionary is a card or plate,  or a 

system of language elements.    Whether term cards or lang- 

uage element cards are used,  the bod> of the cards will 

contain the same pattern of dedicated positions for all the 

terms in the system.    The actual punching or use of a ded- 

icated position will, of course,  indicate an actual associa- 

tion in the system of the term designating the card (or term 

iviauc up iroui a set oi language elements carua.i with tne 

term punched on the card (or set of cards). 

In the indexing machine, a hole common to two cards 

indicated a document as a member ol the class which is 

the logical product of the classes designated by the two 

cards.    A hole on the air card at position 4' 3 and a hole 

on the ducts card at position 475 indicates that item 4'75 

concerns air ducts,    in the association machine a hole on 

the air card at position 475 and a hole on the ducts card 

at position 475 indicates that the term in the system which 

is numbered 475,  say jcing,  is associated with air and 

with ducts, (A, D)*L   Note that in accordance with the an- 

alvsis of the logic of association in Technical Report Num- 
(2) ber 4,v  • the association 4*1. and A*iJ. does not tell us 

^ An Extension of the Algebra of Classes for the Assoc- 

iation of Ideas, " Technical Report No. 4, Documen- 

tation   Incorporated, April, 1954. 



whether or not there is in the system the association 

A*I*D.    Thai is,  we are not tuld by the association mach- 

ine whether any particular item is a member Ol the log- 

ical product AID.  (air- icing • ducts). 
Although we are confident that the search of any sys • 

tern of information for networks of association should be 

some sort of a machine process,  we must not iose sight 

of the fact that a manual dictionary with each term in the 

system denoted on a page (Cf Exhibits 1-3,  Technical Re- 

port No.  5) will give us all associations of the rerms in 

the system with any given term,  iust as a single Uniterm 

card will give us all the items which are members of the 

class denoted by the Uniterm,    it is only when we wish io 

coordinate material on one page with material on another 

that the problem of mechanization becomes germane. 

All tr.e problems which were treated in the discussion 

of the indexing machine must also be considered with re- 

ference to the association machine,  namely the number 

of cards or sheets; tne number of dedicated positions, 

the percentage of use of dedicated positions, and the 

probability of false drops; and v/e will discuss each of 

these in turn.    There is, however, an additional problem 

in the association machine which does not affect the in- 

dexing machine.    The association machine must display 

the associated terms at every stage of the machines oper- 

ation.    The pattern of lights displayed by the indexing mach- 

ine at the conclusion of a search represent numbers. These 

numbers can be reproduced automatically on a tape as the 

scanning frame on the indexing machine passes over the 

light dots on the screen. 



In the operation of thp association machine the selec- 
tion of terms at succossivc steps ir. the associative pro- 
cess is made from the set of terms displayed at the prior 
step.    This seiocHnn determines the associations displayed 
by the subsequent operations of the machine and is esser- 
tially a "feedback" device.   But >he very nature and pur- 
pose of the machine and the nature of the association pro- 
cess indicates that tnis feedback cannot be made i.o oper- 
ate automatically. 

Nothing is freer than the mind in making assoeiations- 
anything can be associated by the mind with anything.  The 
notorious fallibility of memory can be expressed as a ten- 
dency of the mind to forget associations previously made 
or espprienced, or as a tendency to refer a newly created 
association to a past time.    That is, the mind forgets ob- 
served associations and posits associations which never 
occurred. 

The dictionary of associations corrects the fallibility 
of memory by presenting all associations in a system and 
only the associations in a system.    But for any particular 
question or search put to a system of associations,  cer- 
tain of the associations may be irrelevant.    This irrel- 
evance is not a matter of logic but of purpose.    So far as 
the dictionary is concerned one association is as good as 
another; but for a particular purpose motivating a par- 
ticular search the purpose must guide the selection of 
terms constituting the network.    Hence, as v/e have noted 
above,  in order to make possible this purposive feedback, 
Hit; associations, at every step of the machines operation, 
must be displayed to ihe searcher or operator. 
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The different methods of display form 3 group of prob- 

lems which will be handled In a separate paper since,  in 

the balance of this paper, we will be concerned only with 

those problems of the association machine which arp 

analagous to the problems of the indexing machine. 

Vn any system the itclual associations will, of course, 

depend on the subject matter of eachdocurnent.    We can, 

however,  make some statistical calculations based on 

reasonable assumptions and as In previous reports,  for 

this purpose we will assume a collection of 50,000 items,  a 

uiciiijiiciij of G,000 icr-nc, and the uvr-of 10 terms to 

analyze or index each document. 
It any word in our dictionary ii, used only once to in- 

dex one document, it will be associated with only nine other 

terms.    The card for such a term would thus have punches 

for at least nine other terms,    If,  however, we assume a 

uniform use of the terms in the dictionary, each term will 

be used in the analysis or indexing of 100 documents. 

50,000 documents r 10 terms per document - inn 

5,000 terms 

In this uniform system,  the maximum number of punches 

on a term card will be nine times the number of documents 

indexed by that term,  or 900. 

We  sliail assutat- that the indexing of a document is 

independent of any other documents, and that all subjects 

are equally likely.    Then, the probability that term A is 

used to index a certain document is i/500 (since A it> 

used for 100 documents out of 50,000).    If term B is in- 

dependently chosen iron? the res* of the 4. 999 terms,  each 

equally probable, then the probability thai both A «ind B 

are entered for one document is i/500 x 9/4999, ard the 



probability that they were not both used for that docu- 

ment... 1 - 1/500 x 9/4999 T i -  S  
2, 499, 500 . 

The probability that they are associated is the probabil- 

ity that they have been used at least once, or one minus 

the probability that they v.-ere not used for any of the 

50,000 documents: 

Prob (A*B) , 1-0 -    2~w^m ) 5C' 00° - 0.1648 

We should,   therefore,   expect each term to be aSSOCia- 
TOrS    „,;tK     Or,     OT.n^nr.r.     ~f     ~A      C\r\t\ ,.    C\       1 f d O O •!/•     .. i ' __ 
»w^     rk«Mi    *»    i    **»*-***(-,*_     v*     »>v> ,   v; v/w        a-i.    \J .   1VIU    \Jl      J61    UlUU^      IC1   IJIO. 

It is undoubtedly not true, however, that if A has 

been used to index a particular document,  the remaining 

4, y99 terms are equally probable choices for the other 

nine index entries.    When one aspect of a subject is known, 

there are certain terms which are more likely to be needed 

to complete the description.    Let us assume that a set of 

999 terms (to be called Iv^) are about 10 times as likely to 

be used with A. as the other 4, 000.    Then the probability 

that A is icsociated with B is 0. 474 if B is one of the 999 

in VIA, 
and °- °622 if B is one oi tne 4> 00°-    The expected 

number of paired associations per term, or punches per 

card is 12'Z lor these conditions. 

If we do not know in advance whether B is among the 
999 or the 4, 000, the probability of its being associated 

ith A is simply 722/4999, or 0.144.   The probability of 

an arbitrary third term C being associated with both A 

and B is (0.144)2.  or 0. 0207.   When the cards for A and B 

are superimposed, therefore, the most likely number of 

common holes is 104,   Similarly, there wiii probably be 

just 15 terms associated with each of three others chosen 

at random, and only two with each of four terms. 



It is rather academic, however,  to consider terms 

choson at random.    As described above,  the second term 

examined will ordinarily be chonen from among those 

associated with the first; the third, from those associated 

with both of these; etc.    The probability that C*B is 

greater if we know that A*B and C*A, than it would be if 

we did not liavf these facts, and we must take this into 

account. 

Let us suppose that w: have chosen B from among 

the terms associated with A, and uuw superimpose the 

two cards to see which terms are ."associated with both. 

The number will depend on the relationship between A 

and B.    F more of the 999 terms of M» are also frequently 

used with B,  more terms are likely to be associated With 

both A and B.    We shall assume that M^and Mghave 499 
2 

terms in common.    Of these,  (0.474)   x 499,  or 112 will 

probabiv be associated with both A and B; of an additional 

i, 000 terms.  0. 474 x 0.0622,  or 20. o; and u£ the remain- 

ing 3, 500,  (0. CC22)^, or 13. 5.    We therefore expect 155 

common holes when A and B are superimposed. 

The next, aiep is to choose one of these terms,  C, 

and superimpose it with A and B.    We shall assume that 

Mpalso contains the 49G tprms common to Maand Mr>. '— n li- 

the remaining bOO not common to either.    Then the prob- 

able number of terms associated with all three is (0. 474)"* 

x 499+ 0.474 x (0.0622)2 x 1500+ (0. 0622)3 x 3000, or 57. 

Similarly   superimoosi*.* ^n of four cards narrows the 

field to (0. 474)4 x 499 )t e second and third terms become 

negligible), or 25; five cards,  lo 12; and six cards,  to six 
tprms   (Ft    1      nn  the avorqgc      not   pnijntino  tho  hnloc   for"  tho 

six being superimposed; which will also be punched on 
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each card). 
The terms on the six cards form a network of assoc- 

iations, every pair being associated, as described above. 
At ?.ny stage 01 association, the network '•an be modified 
or enlarged, by-^oi-tg back and changing the selection of 
terms to be superimposed 

It will be recalled that the indexing machine was, in 
effect a three dimensional body of information, with one 
dimension (depth) representing the terms of the system, 
and the other two (height and width), representing the 
coordinates of uir> document number. 

DOCUMENT 

NUMBERS 
TERMS OR 

LANGUAGE 

ELEMENTS 
ft 

A; 
in 

7 
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when the individual cards or sheets are language 

elements rather than terms, the depth of the solid (no. of 

terms) will be sm^l! as compared with the area of eacn 

sheet.   In fact, the only restriction on reducing the number 

of sheets is the problem of superirr.nosiiion.    We cannot 

tolerate a situation in which more than half the hoies on 

any sheet are punched, and we prefer having enough sheets 

to restrict the average density of punching to 1/3 the holes 

on any one sheet. 

The association machine is similarly a three dimen- 

sional figure,  which can be regarded, as cv e of informa- 

tion (even though it may not be a physical cube.}   For in 

the association machine all dimensions measure terms in 

the system, and the depth of the solid, in terms,  is al- 

ways equal to the number of occupied dedicated positions 

TERMS 

TERMS 
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The question we must now answer is this - should the 

cards or sheets ir. the association solid be language ele- 

ments or termc? 

With reference to the indexing machinp, our decision 

to use language elements was based on a number of consid- 

erations, namely: 

1. The low density of punching on a Eatten card 

2. The Size of a sheet necessary for a large 

collection of documents. 

3. The reduction of a system from 5,000 term 

cards to bOO language element cards would 

not increase the density of use of any card be- 

yond tolerable densities. 

4. The size of the sheet necessary to hanciie a 

large collection of documents made it desir- 

able to eliminate the necessity for adding 

sheets fnr new terms. 

5. The use of small term cards (Batten cards) 

would necessitate additional sets of term 

cards whenever the number of documents in 

the system exceeded the capacity of a card. 

6. There would always be some addi^on of new 

terms to the system, or SGIK.   and no way of 

telling in w;jich set any particular term wili 

be found.    Suppose for example, a Batter, 

system with 20, 000 holes per card were used 

io catalog 100,000 items.    There would be 5 

sets of term cards out the seis would not be 

absolutely uniform since some terms would 

not be used in all sets.   On any search, how- 

ever, we would have to search a)l five sets. 



When we turn from the indexing machine to the assoc- 

iation machine the same series of considerations leads to 

a decision to use term cards instead of language element 

cards. 
1. It appears from the above statistical consider- 

ations that the density of posting of associated 

terms on any term card will be high. 

2. Since the size of the sheet necessary for a 

iarge system is determined by the number of 

terms in the system, and not by the number of 

documents, the association card can br; rela- 

tively small. 

3. The reduction of a system from 5> 000 term 

cards to 500 language eiement cards would 

increase tl.e density of use of the cards beyond 

tolerable densities. 

4. Since the sheets or cards are relatively smaii 

the addition of new sheets for new terms does 

not present any unusual difficulties 

5. Since the number of positions dedicated cr: 

any sheet would provide for all actual and 

potential .erms in the system, we would 

never require a new set of term nardsi but 

only addition of individual term caras 
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